
Thank you for your interest in being a featured guest on The Q-Chat Podcast! If you are
receiving this email, you or a client you represent have either recorded an upcoming
episode with us or you are scheduled to record with us soon! Our team is so happy to
have you! The Q-Chat is a growing platform and it is the perfect representation of The
Geaux Queen brand. The main focus of the brand is to spotlight black excellence,
important substance, social relevance in addition to entertainment. All of our guests leave
with an amazing experience on a professional platform that welcomes them with respect,
dignity and class while allowing them to tell their stories in the absolute best light!

A Combined Total of 51.7K Plays and Views & Counting as of February 2022

Our platform has reached a lot of significant milestones over the past few months. From
interviewing high profile guests such as, R & B Singer Raheem DeVaughn, Tyler
Perry's BET Series "Sistas" Actress Novi Brown, BET Series American Gangster Trap
Queens: Ayana Bean, Disney Channel Secrets of Sulphur Springs” Trina LaFargue,
Singer Eric Roberson, and many more. In addition, The Q-Chat recently was a part of the
red carpet coverage team October 10 in Atlanta GA at the Tommy Ford Legacy A Thon
Awards Show. Our hostess, Shronda Armstrong, interviewed Gary With The Tea (The
Rickey Smiley Morning Show), R & B Legend Tony Terry, Humanitarian Hank Stewart
and more! Watch the Red Carpet Highlight Reel

Being a featured guest on this podcast platform is an amazing opportunity. As The
Q-Chat Podcast grows, the media connections and exposure also builds as well. As a part
of this special brand, please see our amazing ad, sponsor and partnership packages. We
encourage all guests to look at the benefits of growing with us!

PODCAST TALK SHOW AD OPPORTUNITIES:

•Blog accompanied piece feature:  $150
This add-on piece consists of a blog featured post based off the podcast interview.
This is another great way to reach a broader audience. Geauxqueen.com has
visitors from all across the country, in addition to international site visitors. A blog
feature is the perfect partner to reach a strong reading audience in addition to a
listening audience.

•Video/YouTube Permanent Ad Commercial: $150

https://www.instagram.com/tv/CVBVDbYlsfS/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link


Our video ads are great features! Our recent client, Glo Culture Boutique, had her
store featured in one of our fastest growing episodes and reached more than 12k
viewers. This package will feature your ad placement in four episodes.

•Audio ad feature: $75
Our original audio ad will receive prime placement in the audio version of our
podcast. It will be streamed on all major platforms for a duration of three episodes.

DIGITAL MAGAZINE AD OPPORTUNITIES

•Digital Magazine Cover Feature: $350
Geaux Queen is launching our first online digital magazine January 2022! We’re proud to
expand to a larger audience! Our magazine will feature lifestyle, fashion, entertainment,
current events and cultural news pertinent to our world. We are seeking pertinent figures
to be on our cover. As a featured cover figure, you will also receive a featured article, one
YouTube video ad and an audio ad.

•Digital Magazine Interview: $75
This package includes a Q and A article feature piece for the magazine

•Digital Magazine Ad Full Page: $200

•Digital Magazine Ad Half Page: $150

Digital Magazine Ad 1/4 Page: $100

BRAND SPONSOR OPPORTUNITIES

Be An Episode/BRAND SPONSOR: $250
Sponsor 8 episodes and receive a sweatshirt. Also includes an audio and permanent
video ad. Includes IG paid partnership branding on promo posts.

Become an annual affiliate link sponsor: $425
Receive a PERMANENT link to your website on our website and ALL YouTube
and podcasts for a duration of one year! This is an amazing deal!



BE AN ANNUAL SPONSOR: $1500 (Payment installments available on
Sezzle, Afterpay and Affirm)
Sponsor Geaux Queen/ The Q-Chat Podcast for one year. Receive an affiliate link,
a brand accessory package-sweatshirt, cup, cap, steel cup, wine glass and tshirt.
Annual YouTube video ads, audio ads and paid sponsorship IG branding label. In
addition, featured magazine cover, article, ad and blog piece.

Grab a deal TODAY! We’re searching for our first edition magazine cover feature
as we speak! All payment is accepted via PayPal, Venmo or Zelle. In addition,
payment can be paid via Credit card through STRIPE.

Contact us today for more info.


